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Model and algorithms
We consider the following model of the parallel prefetching problem. There is a two-level memory hierarchy: a cache of k data blocks and d disks. A program makes a known sequence, called a reference sequence, of references r 1 ; r 2 ; : : : r n to a set of m data blocks. If a reference hits in the cache, it takes one time unit. Otherwise, the missing block must be fetched from a disk, which takes F time units; some other block must be evicted to make room for the requested block. Blocks may be prefetched in advance of the time they are needed, to avoid stalling until the fetch is completed. Prefetches can be overlapped with references, but each disk may fetch only one block at a time. The performance measure is the elapsed time required to serve the entire request sequence; this is equal to the number of references plus the total stall time. The goal of an integrated strategy is to decide when to fetch a block from a disk, which disk to fetch from, which block to fetch, and which cache block to evict so that the stall time is minimized.
We consider algorithms both when the entire request sequence is known in advance (the oine setting) and when only a limited subsequence of is known at a time (the limited lookahead online setting). Regular Aggressive is an oine algorithm that works as follows: whenever a disk is free, it prefetches the rst missing block that resides on that disk, replacing the block whose next reference is furthest in the future among all cached blocks. However, it starts a fetch only if the next access to the replacement is after that to the block being fetched.
Reverse aggressive is an oine prefetching algorithm that performs aggressive prefetching on the reverse of its input sequence, then derives a schedule to serve the forward sequence from the schedule serving the reverse sequence. Space limitations preclude describing the details of this transformation and the reasons for its good performance. A companion paper [3] presents a proof that for any choice of data layout, and for any sequence of accesses, the elapsed time incurred by reverse aggressive is close to optimal. Regular aggressive does not enjoy such a favorable performance guarantee.
Simulation results
We used trace-driven simulation to evaluate the algorithms' performance under varying assumptions about fetch cost, data placement, lookahead, and replacement information. The reference streams are taken from traces of real le system behavior (in the Sprite [4] le system and on a DEC 5000/200 workstation under Ultrix 4.3). We consider several data placement schemes: striping (disk holding the rst block of each le chosen randomly); random (each block resides on a random disk); biased-striping (rst block more likely to be on a \hot" disk); by-le (each le resides entirely on a randomly selected disk); and total-replication (every le block is replicated on every disk). Of the four practical schemes, striping and random balance the disks' loads best. Biased-striping concentrates references to small les (which occupy only one block) on the hot disks, but the load from large les is well distributed. Byle can lead to severe short-term load imbalance, as a sequence of accesses to a le all require the same disk.
With the striped layout, reverse aggressive is usually close to optimal; in many cases its performance is nearly identical to that of regular aggressive under total replication, which implies that its performance is close to optimal among all policies and data layouts [2] . An interesting implication is that total replication oers only a slight advantage over striping for these traces. On average, regular aggressive performs close to reverse aggressive. However, as the fetch time increases, reverse aggressive performs better as it balances the loads between the disks more eectively.
With the random layout, reverse aggressive is again very close to optimal. However, regular aggressive performs much worse in some cases, especially when the fetch time is large. These results indicate that reverse aggressive is a more robust algorithm than regular aggressive, even when the distribution is fairly well balanced, as it is under a random distribution.
Under the biased-striping distribution, the results are between those of the striping and random layouts. On average, reverse aggressive still achieves near-linear speedups. Though biased-striping favors the \hot" disks for the rst block of a le, it places blocks within a le on dierent disks. Thus, for applications that use large les, it still balances the load on the disks well.
We found a clear dierence between regular aggressive and reverse aggressive for the by-le layout. Unless the application uses mostly small les, this layout can create serious load imbalance among the disks. Reverse aggressive deals with this imbalance much better.
Our results show that the distribution of le data on disks is critical for parallel prefetching. Under striping, which distributes the load evenly, the speedup from parallel prefetching on d disks can be very close to d, and regular aggressive can perform almost as well as reverse aggressive. When the load is unbalanced, reverse aggressive clearly outperforms regular aggressive.
We also performed experiments in which only limited lookahead information is available. Online versions of regular aggressive and reverse aggressive perform between 10% and 50% worse than the oine algorithms, depending on the lookahead distance, and not too differently from each other. Optimal replacement information improves their performance signicantly. Applications can often use knowledge of their le access patterns to provide such optimal replacement information [1] .
Combined with our results in the oine case, we think that reverse aggressive with optimal replacement (if possible) is the algorithm of choice even in the more practical online case.
Future directions
This study has several limitations. First, most of our results assume full knowledge of the request stream is available in advance. Although this is in general not realistic, there are some applications that have this sort of knowledge. Better understanding of limited-lookahead versions of the algorithms is an area of future work. Second, we consider only read trac. Writes make the problem much harder, but the write problem must be faced eventually. Finally, our simulations do not model disk behavior in detail.
